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by the continuity of his bodily sensations and his emotional life,
might acquire a vague sense of personal identity. But such an
idea of self would be mainly one of the body, that thing which
is always with one, and which, as the seat of pleasure and pain,
is of special importance.
It is, in fact, the social environment which develops, in the
growing child, any adequate idea of self. How does the child
learn to make his second great distinction, that between persons
and things? We may at least be certain that he makes it as
a matter of interest to himself. Persons and things affect him
differently, the former making sounds, moving about, supply-
ing his physical needs, and ministering to his comfort, the latter
remaining cold and indifferent.
We have just seen how he attempts to project his own feel-
ings and desires into things: he now carries on the same pro-
cess with persons and achieves a much more satisfactory result.
Nature has endowed him with an impulse to imitate the facial
expressions, the sounds, and the actions of the people round
him, and his imitative actions are, no doubt, accompanied to
some extent by the appropriate emotions. Thus, in terms of
his own experience he learns to understand the attitude of
others toward himself. Again, in his play he projects himself
into various characters, so realizing more fully the motives and
behaviour of other people. When a small girl nurses her doll
or tries to comfort her baby brother, she is learning the attitude
of her mother toward herself. By these processes of imitation
and projection the child's own mental life is enriched, and he
is enabled to think of himself as a being like those who sur-
round him.
Understanding now to some extent what it is to praise,
blame, reprove, punish, console, he realizes the attitude of
others toward him, seeing himself as others see "him in the
mirror of his social environment. All educators should realize
that the child accepts the ideas of others about him, and that
they form an important constituent in his idea of self. The
child who is continually being told that he is naughty will soon
accept naughtiness as an element in his own character and
will behave accordingly. Adults too know the difficulty of

